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FRANK LEHMAN

FILM-AS-CONCERT MUSIC AND THE FORMAL IMPLICATIONS
OF ‘CINEMATIC LISTENING’

Hearing the Inaudible
Film music, we are told, should be unseen and unheard. The effacement of
non-diegetic underscore has, with a few exceptions, been working practice
in mainstream filmmaking since the beginning of the sound era. Following
Claudia Gorbman (1987, pp. 76–9), many film musicologists have come to
regard ‘inaudibility’ as not only practically exigent but theoretically obligatory,
the natural condition of music within well-behaved narrative multimedia. In
actuality, the notion that underscore must scrub away all traces of its presence
in order to function optimally is contestable (Smith 1996). Contrary practices
like musical foregrounding and stylistic incongruence are simply too common
to count as mere rule-proving exceptions. Nevertheless, it is not my aim here to
dismantle film music’s putative prime directive – at least not directly. Instead, I
will approach the topic sideways, through a mode of experiencing this repertoire
from without, rather than within, the proverbial darkened theatre.
A central question motivates this study: what does it mean for film
underscore – subordinated, contingent and ‘unheard’ – to be plucked from
its intended context and placed at the forefront of listener attention? Such
recontextualisation is by no means an uncommon phenomenon. Film music, as
a commodity and object of appreciation, has always been a means of encouraging
engagement with a movie beyond the initial viewing experience. The list of extrafilmic musical traces is extensive and includes artefacts (sheet music, soundtrack
albums), activities (performances, covers, remixes), venues (concert halls,
recitals, theme parks) and discursive communities (Internet forums, enthusiast
magazines, scholarship).1 Collectively, these forces can extend the afterlife of a
soundtrack to an astonishing degree, and doubtless they have played a hand in
the outsized influence of certain scores over and above their effectiveness within
their original context. It is safe to say, in 2018, that more people have become
familiar with the themes from Chariots of Fire, The Magnificent Seven or Psycho
through various extra-filmic media than have seen the movies they originate
from.
Although film-music-sans-film may be culturally ubiquitous, it has remained
not just understudied by musicologists, but nigh untouched by music theorists.
In particular, the large repertoire of concert works drawn from film music has
been only fitfully broached in scholarly literature. Where such pieces have been
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Fig. 1 Definitions and examples of film-as-concert music

explored, attention has fallen less on direct adaptations of film cues and more
on what Robert van der Lek and Mick Swithinbank (1994, pp. 80–3) call
‘incorporating works’. These are pieces like Erich Wolfgang Korngold’s Violin
Concerto or the third movement of Ralph Vaughan Williams’s String Quartet
No. 2 – compositions that feature fragments from film scores without explicitly
broadcasting their material’s cinematic origins.2 By removing all reference to the
original film in their (typically abstract or formulaic) titles or programmes, such
pieces claim the mantle of ‘absolute music’. In principle, then, incorporating
works succeed or fail aesthetically on the merits of their material and its
development, not on fond memories of a movie that the auditor may or may
not have seen (or even heard of).
Incorporating works notwithstanding, the majority of what might be called
film-as-concert music does wear its extramusical genesis on its sleeve. This
alone makes it one of the twentieth and twenty-first century’s largest and
most diverse repertoires of instrumental programme music. Reworkings of film
music that fit within conventional classical containers – the kinds favoured by
Korngold, for example – make up only a tiny percentage of the total diversity
of this repertoire. Fig. 1 and Table 1 lay out a working taxonomy. Inspired
by earlier typologies from van der Lek and Swithinbank (1994) and from
Emilio Audissino (2014a), this scheme adopts some of their categories while
aiming for systematicity and comprehensiveness.3 The flow chart in Fig. 1
derives ten basic types of film-as-concert music from a set of hierarchical
distinctions concerning programmaticism, diegetic status and degree of revision.
Table 1 offers a brief definition of each category, along with a characteristic
example.
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Table 1 Typology of extra-filmic film music
Category

Definition

Example

Film Source(s)

1. Non-programmatic piece
(partial incorporation)

Short filmic ideas worked into selfstanding work with substantial
original, non-filmic material

E. W. Korngold:
Violin Concerto

Another Dawn;
Juarez; Anthony
Adverse; The Prince
& The Pauper

2. Non-programmatic piece
(extensive incorporation)

Lengthy spans of film music
presented as primary material
within a self-standing work

F. Waxman:
Passacaglia

Sorry Wrong
Number

3. Diegetic piece
(showcase)

Music originally heard within filmworld important to plot, center of
character and filmgoer attention

R. Addinsell:
Warsaw Concerto

Dangerous
Moonlight

4. Diegetic piece
(background)

Music originally heard within filmworld incidental to plot, backdrop
to character and filmgoer attention

V. Young:
‘Stella by Starlight’

The Uninvited

5. Non-diegetic cue/
set piece (adapted)

Music originally heard as nondiegetic underscore reworked in
substantial way

T. Takemitsu:
Death & Resurrection

Kuroi Ame

6. Non-diegetic cue/
set piece (unadapted)

Music originally heard as nondiegetic underscore left largely
unaltered

M. Rózsa:
‘Pursuit’

The Naked City

7. Non-diegetic suite/
medley (abstract)

Multiple cues or themes joined
without attempt to recapitulate
narrative of film through music

B. Herrmann:
Portrait of Hitch

The Trouble with
Harry

8. Non-diegetic suite/
medley (narratival)

Multiple cues or themes joined
with attempt to recapitulate
narrative of film through music

W. Walton:
Henry V – A
Shakespeare Scenario

Henry V

9. Extra-diegetic Piece
(thematic)

Non-diegetic theme or motif
isolated and expanded in form of
character piece

E. Morricone:
‘Deborah’s Theme’

Once Upon A Time
in America

10. Extra-diegetic Piece
(framing)

Paratextual selection like Overture,
Main Title, Intermission, End
Credits

D. Arnold:
‘End Credits’

Independence Day

Three aspects of this taxonomy warrant elaboration. Firstly, the ‘NonProgrammatic’ branch subsumes van der Lek and Swithinbank’s idea of
incorporating works, and splits it into partial and extensive subdivisions.
However, like most distinctions embedded in the taxonomy, in practice the
division is more of a smooth gradient than a hard divide. Secondly, while all
ten categories may revolve around memorable melodic structures, only Category
9 defines itself specifically as a presentation of a theme. Pieces in this group often
have titles like ‘Theme from [Film]’ or ‘[Character’s] Theme’ and are typically
built around a number of statements and repetitions of the melody in question.
Lastly, although works within the ‘Suite/Medley’ category usually draw directly
from underscore, they may also conjoin new arrangements of themes together.
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Suites therefore resemble certain forms of extra-diegetic music, such as overtures
and end credits, that highlight thematic material while existing outside the formal
boundaries of the narrative. This connection is indicated by the broken line in
Fig. 1.
My attention in the majority of this article will fall on Categories 5 and 6, which
encompass extra-filmic presentations of non-diegetic set pieces. Whether adapted
or not, set pieces tend to exhibit a potentially confounding (and analytically
productive) clash of compositional and aesthetic imperatives. The expression
‘bleeding chunk’, employed by Tovey (1935, p. 71) and others to describe
orchestral highlights excerpted from through-composed opera, may come to
mind here.4 The affinity between operatic and filmic extracts includes but goes
beyond the dramatic or even ‘cinematic’ quality of crowd-pleasers like the ‘Ride
of the Valkyries’. Tovey’s phrase implies that violence is done to the originating
work, which is carved up by an arranger, and not always with surgical precision.
But there is more at stake than the hazards of decontextualisation and disruption
implicit in the term ‘chunk’. Film underscore routinely and often quite radically
defies norms of structural coherence and textual autonomy considered bedrock
in most other musical styles.5 Not even all film composers have been convinced
of movie music’s viability as concert music. Leonard Rosenman, who never
produced suites from his scores despite their often excellent critical reception,
rejected the very premise of unadapted non-diegetic music in the concert hall.
Only the most intensive recomposition, he maintained, could hope to capture any
essential ‘musical nature’ of the source material, insofar as rewriting can ignore
and thus overcome the fundamentally ‘literary’ (read: subordinate, incomplete,
fragmented) disposition of the original score (Rosenman 1968, p. 131).6
Rosenman’s aesthetics are positively Hanslickian in their asymmetrical
segregation of musical (i.e. absolute) and literary (i.e. programmatic) forces
within music. While many have expressed similar anxieties, few other film
composers have been so categorically opposed to seeing their efforts enjoy a
second life outside the film.7 Nor have audiences ever been unwilling to listen.
Coherent or not, film underscore does appear to reward close hearing for many
people. Yet even in a casual setting, listening to film-as-concert music is not an
uncomplicated act. Attending to underscore as one might any other concert work
has the potential to bring to the fore problems of musical form and perception
that could previously hide behind the screen, so to speak. To perceive film music
on its own and for its own sake is to engage in a modestly – but genuinely –
subversive form of listening.8
In order to appreciate the rebellious nature of hearing the ‘unheard’, it is worth
briefly considering how a century’s worth of moviegoing has shaped our responses
to film music. Musicologists have settled on the phrase ‘cinematic listening’
to encompass a variety of habits surrounding film (music) culture. For some
scholars, cinematic listening centres on the process of filmgoing, with the movie
theatre a nexus for all manner of artificial sonic conventions and acculturated
systems of musical meaning. Cinematic listening on this view reflects the way film
© 2018 The Author.
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trains us to tune out external sounds, ignore musical intermittency, anticipate
audiovisual synchronisation, interpret style topics, and so on.9 Yet cinematic
listening might also be treated as detachable from the filmgoing experience
proper – acting less as a framework for deciphering film audio and more as a
general stance towards music. Avid listeners of soundtracks know well how one’s
frame of mind may shift upon hearing tracks from a rousing score on a personal
audio device. The heightened effects and dramatic associations embedded within
the average film cue have a tendency to map onto – and mythify – a cinematic
listener’s subjective reality in a most pleasing fashion.10
Listening cinematically remains theoretically useful even when film music per
se is removed from the equation. The phrase itself stems from the musicologist
Michael Long, who locates its essence in the imagination. Cinematic listening
is a ‘process of simultaneous audiation and envisioning’, and Long (2008, p. 7)
claims that cinematic music is anything which ‘compels the listener to engage
in acts of “envisioning” some accompanying diegesis or [ . . . ] series of images’
(p. 246). Long traces this visually oriented form of listening to the work of Simon
Frith, whose conception of cinematic listening is if anything even wider. Frith
(1998) notes that movie scores are distinguished not only by their attachment to
diegetic visual stimuli, but by their reliance on emotional and cultural codes. He
goes on to claim that these codes are no longer restricted to the cineplex but in
fact ‘inform all our listening. We hear music in cinema as if we were hearing it
“in reality” [ . . . ] but we also hear music “in reality” as if we were in the cinema’
(p. 121). Film, Frith argues, has influenced how we hear all music.
Diverse though these varying notions of cinematic listening may be, they all
depend on an implicit opposition, an ‘un-cinematic’ form of listening. This,
it would seem, is a non-visual, non-narratival, non-emotional, non-referential
way of accessing music. Admittedly, it is unlikely that such a thoroughly ascetic
attitude could ever be fully adopted by even the most disciplined auditor. But
this list of negative qualities nevertheless recalls the traits of ‘structural listening’,
that vaunted ideal of mid-century music theorists and justified bugbear of
New Musicology.11 By presenting film underscore to audiences for dedicated
attention, film-as-concert music might seem to encourage exactly the sorts
of sustained, deep engagement that certain forms of structuralism implicitly
endorse. Yet structural listening is invested in musical autonomy, coherence, and
completion; true cinematic listening would appear to resist, even flout, these
priorities.
This built-in opposition to accustomed modes of hearing is precisely where
analysing re-presentations and arrangements of film music can serve as a useful
corrective to certain musicological and analytical biases. Film-as-concert music
helps subvert two facile attitudes in particular: naive formalism and reflexive
anti-formalism. Film music’s emphasis on gesture and pacing rewards and
perhaps even necessitates what Carolyn Abbate (2004) dubs ‘drastic’ (immediate,
embodied, non-cerebral) appreciation. Yet the conversion into concert music
suggests that a ‘gnostic’ (mediated, intellectual, interpretative) perspective such
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as formalism is, if not automatically valid, then at least available as an analytical
stance. Cinematic listening as per Long involves imaginative visualisation and
narrative (re)construction. But to insist on a visual or narratival dimension to
sonic experience is, in a way, to reinscribe the same scopic chauvinism that
has historically marked many strains of film theory. Concert arrangements are
unusually fecund sites for ‘thick’ description and may be useful for exploring
filmic texts and the broader culture that surrounds a concert work. Yet, given
their currently under-theorised status, these pieces also welcome investigations
into ‘the music itself’ to discover matters of style, construction and technique.
Where structural listening impels us to seek out coherence at all costs,
cinematic listening can teach us to stop worrying and celebrate the musically
‘incoherent’ – or better, perhaps, to discover new and more inclusive forms of
coherence.
All this has implications for analysis which I hope to tease out in this article.
Film music in its natural state downplays and sometimes repudiates expectations
for structuralist values such as long-range tonal closure, thematic corroboration
or formal balance. Analysts would thus do well to home in on often neglected
parameters: gesture, atmosphere, instrumentation, mood, narrative, texture,
climax – the musical surface, in other words. If Frith is correct, then these
‘rhetorical’ features are arguably what listeners are attuned to in the first place,
perhaps even for the most sophisticated art music. Yet no music is all surface,
and in the place of conventional structuring forces, we may nevertheless locate
alternative forms of tonal drama, thematic development and formal organisation
that act at correspondingly deep levels.
Film-as-concert music, I claim, invites us not to fret over whether music
behaves as we expect according to ‘absolute’ expectations; instead, we may take
it on its own gloriously contingent terms.12 In the following sections, I will
examine some of the specifically analytical ramifications of listening cinematically.
Prompted by the heterogeneity of forms taken by film-as-concert music, I
advocate a ‘multivalent’ analytical stance and outline four priorities with which
we should approach the repertoire. I will turn most of my attention to concert
performances, but many of the principles I enumerate apply equally to private
listening to a soundtrack album (and, perhaps, to filmgoing as well – something I
propose at the article’s end). In the section that follows, I will narrow my focus to
a single genre of film-as-concert-music, and a single composer within that genre:
concert scherzi by John Williams. With few exceptions, these scherzi are derived
from action cues, which I contend are ideal case studies for a formal examination
of cinematic listening. More than any other type of film music, action sequences
must answer to dramatic, editorial and visual imperatives, rather than to absolute
musical logic. Unable to dwell on or develop themes at a self-determined pace,
action scherzi represent film music at its most characteristically and fascinatingly
‘literary’. The penultimate section of this article offers an extended analysis of
‘The Asteroid Field’, an elaborate cue/arrangement from the famous Star Wars
franchise.13
© 2018 The Author.
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Although his music represents but one branch of film-scoring practice, John
Williams suits this project well for several reasons, not least of which is his
extraordinarily extensive catalogue of concert scherzi (spanning six decades,
and still growing at the time of writing this article). That Williams is directly
responsible for both composing and arranging most of these pieces is itself
remarkable and attests to a lifelong attempt to grapple with the formal demands
of the genre. It must be stressed that establishing aesthetic value through musical
analysis is not my interest in this essay; these pieces are complex enough to
warrant investigation without the need to justify their examination on grounds
of compositional ingenuity or canonical worthiness. Though their degree of
craftsmanship is (in most cases) undeniable, I choose Williams’s concert works
primarily because they are widely performed, recorded and heard – which is to
say, ripe subjects for the inspection of cinematic listening habits.

Analytical Priorities
To analysts weary of methodologies that privilege a priori containers over
piece-specific formal processes, film-as-concert music may have a refreshingly
liberating effect. Grasping form requires an assessment of the broad arc of
a piece; as far as modes of musical understanding go, formal listening tends
to be holistic and synthetic. Yet film underscore, especially that of the freer
and more discursive variety, asks listeners to be swept along on a moment-tomoment level rather than concentrate on the ‘big picture’. What, then, could a
Formenlehre reflective of cinematic listening look like? Although a few loose formal
schemes may operate within certain corners of the repertoire (Categories 9 and
10 in particular), analysts arriving with expectations for robust or consistent
formal models will be disappointed. Robynn Stilwell (2000, p. 222) is entirely
correct in her generalization that “film music is perhaps the only predominantly
instrumental musical genre which comes with no formal expectations; to the
extent that conventionalized forms are a ramification of absolute music, expecting
to find them in the dramatic or narrative context of film is slightly absurd.” The
most useful formal structures for film music analysts will likely be (1) those
that permit the most latitude in realisation, such as rondos or rotational forms;
and (2) those that hew closely to the musical surface, including such thematic
archetypes as sentences and periods.14 Far more practical than any prefabricated
forms, however, is a generally inclusive and eclectic methodological attitude, a
‘multivalent’ approach such as that advocated by James Webster in his studies of
(the far more formulaic) music of the Classical era.
Multivalence is an ‘all-of-the-above’ strategy, dismissive of no musical
parameter out of hand and inclined to ad hoc interpretations over theorydriven ones (Webster 2009, pp. 129 and 139). While not averse to allowing
pre-existing theoretical structures to inform an analysis, Webster’s attitude
elevates the ‘particularities and eccentricities of individual works’ and asks
Music Analysis, 37/i (2018)
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us to suspend ‘assumptions that unity is a criterion of value, and that the
goal of an analysis is to demonstrate its presence’. For film-as-concert music,
those particularities might include cinematic devices that actively impede a
sense of formal unity or balance: expressive modulations, false endings, sudden
breakthroughs, extreme repetitiveness and more generally compositional choices
driven by visual exigency rather than intrinsic musical logic (‘mickey-mousing’
being the most extreme case). Crucially, these features should not be treated
as structural problems or tensions, in need of analytical massaging or special
justification. Instead, they should be recognised as integral, potentially formgenerative. And while Websterian multivalence is thus a good place to begin, it
should not bar the formation of a set of analytical priorities for approaching this
repertoire. I outline four such issues below: relationship between cue and piece,
achievement of closure, expression of extra-musical content, and hermeneutical
usefulness.

Relationship with Original
The first and most important issue to address is the relationship between the
arrangement and its cinematic source. What has changed in the transition
to the concert hall, and what remains unaltered? Where are there excisions,
interpolations and expansions, and how do they impact the formal argument of
the piece? What will a listener who is familiar with the original movie notice for
the first time (this could include freshly arranged or composed material, but also
passages that were previously drowned out in the film mix)? Answering these
and similar questions helps situate the work with respect to its filmic sources and
provides a method for reconstructing the practical choices made by a composer
and/or arranger. This is particularly necessary in the case of truly transformative
concert works, such as those by Elliot Goldenthal or John Corigliano, where
there might no longer be a one-to-one relationship between material from the
original film score and the final stand-alone product. Of course, not all concert
arrangements reorganise their source material as radically as Goldenthal’s Sphere
Symphonic Suite, or Corigliano’s Concerto for Violin and Orchestra (‘The Red
Violin’). Many of these amount to re-presentations of underscore, with minimal
alteration to the original material beyond cosmetic shifts of instrumentation. This
is particularly true of more recent suites, where the only substantial revisions tend
to come in transitions between separate cues. Today’s audiences, it seems, are
more accepting of film music in its unmodified form.
Fig. 2 depicts concert arrangements along a continuum from minimal to
extensive alteration. A number of pieces, all drawn from memorable military
battle scenes, are included to give a sense of how broad this spectrum is. At one
pole is William Walton’s ‘The Battle in the Air’, which has been performed on
stage exactly as it occurred within its parent film, The Battle of Britain (1969),
small variances of tempo notwithstanding.15 At the other is the ‘Klingon Battle’,
© 2018 The Author.
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Fig. 2 Degree of musical adaptation in cinematic battle sequences

the middle section of a suite from Jerry Goldsmith’s score for Star Trek: the Motion
Picture (1979). The original ‘Klingon Battle’ is a lengthy (5:30) and complex cue,
with three recurring motives, eighteen subsections and numerous distinct tonal
idioms (Lehman 2012, pp. 272–6). By contrast, the ‘Battle’ in concert form is
just one minute long and consists solely of a simplified arrangement of a single
motive from the original cue. In between these extremes lies a great diversity of
partial adaptations. Some do little more than excise a few bars to make for a
tighter piece, like ‘The Battle’ from Gladiator (2000). Others splice and reorder
material from several scenes to encapsulate more drama, as is the case with
‘Battle of Pelennor Fields’ from The Return of the King (2003). Some include
alterations or interpolations, where transitions and introductions or conclusions
are concerned, but leave the musical core basically intact relative to the original
source; this is the case, for example, with music from the battles of Agincourt
(Henry V, 1944) and Novgorod (Alexander Nevsky, 1938). Regardless of the
degree of revision, each case provides a window into how formal and expressive
expectations necessarily change the moment a ‘cue’ is transformed into a ‘piece’.
Closure
Fading out imperceptibly or concluding abruptly can be effective ways for a
cue to stop in a film. However, such ‘inaudible’ filmic finishes rarely make for
convincing conclusions of concert works. The manner in which a composer or
arranger imposes a sense of closure is therefore an issue of analytical significance.
Take a set piece like ‘The Rowing of the Galley Slaves’ from Ben-Hur (1959) that
terminates in a filmic way – with a sudden, unearned pedal point on F, which
sounds the moment the slaves are ordered to stop their rowing. Such a summary
conclusion risks underwhelming the concert listener when an impressive finish is
most called for. In his subsequent arrangement, Miklós Rózsa solves this problem
by replacing the limp pedal point that closes the original ‘Rowing’ cue with a
completely new ending. The revised conclusion is appropriately crammed full
of stereotypical ending gestures such as frenzied thematic reiterations, repeated
tutti chords and a definitive closing sweep onto the tonic.
The absence of musical conclusivity poses less of a problem for suites that
combine multiple non-diegetic showcases, as finality is not expected and may
be unwelcome until the piece’s final moments. Danny Elfman’s music for the
Music Analysis, 37/i (2018)
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Ex. 1 Two continuations of ‘Cookie Factory’ from Edward Scissorhands
(a) Film cue ending

(b) Source music continuation

(c) Concert suite continuation

‘Cookie Factory’ sequence in Edward Scissorhands (1990), for example, ends
in a prototypically irresolute way. The cue ceases halfway through one of the
score’s themes, closing on a dangling half-cadential dominant in G major. A
cut to an outdoor party is matched on the soundtrack by a direct segue into a
Hawaiian-style source cue; its new key of A major adds to the sense that ‘Cookie
Factory’ did not so much come to a close as find itself cut off in mid-thought.
Ex. 1 displays how this transition works and compares it with an arranger’s
‘solution’ for a suite drawn from Edward Scissorhands, performed as part of
a ‘Films of Tim Burton’ concert (Elfman 2015). The inconclusive ending to
‘Cookie Factory’ is retained and amplified (note the prolonged F# in the chorus);
but that inconclusivity is made to serve a more musically constructive end. The
V/G chord is extended to form a bridge into the next section of the suite: a
(tremendously expanded) rendition of another cue, the solo violin showcase
‘Edwardo the Barber’, which, conveniently, is also in the key of G.
Of all musical parameters, tonal closure is what music analysts are most
primed to seek out as a condition for wrapping up a piece satisfactorily.
However, long-range pitch organisation, especially of the monotonal variety,
is often deprioritised in the cinematic style. More typical is what could be called
‘accidental’ tonal closure, in which an arrangement simply ends in whatever
key that the final statement of a theme occurs within. Franz Waxman’s ‘Ride to
Dubno’, adapted with basically no alteration from the ‘Ride of the Cossacks’ from
Taras Bulba (1962), performs such a trick. Ex. 2 tracks the cue/arrangement’s
tonal and thematic progress. Music notation is employed from here on to
depict formal and tonal design, with stemming and slurring used to represent
© 2018 The Author.
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Ex. 2 Form of ‘Ride to Dubno’ from Taras Bulba

various progressions and prolongations, and wavy lines for passages without
clearly articulated tonics. (Despite the graphical trappings of these sketches, the
approach is not Schenkerian in spirit and should not be taken as adhering to any
of Schenker’s theoretical commitments.)
Waxman’s piece is based on a bolero-like repetition of a single theme, but
unlike its Ravelian model, each new thematic iteration prompts the music to
change key – one modulation for each addition to Taras’s massive army, twelve
in all. The climactic statement is in C major. This region is not the inevitable
product of any prolongational ‘exfoliation’ of C major, but rather the product
of a cycle of intensificatory stepwise shifts that occur at the set piece’s climax,
climbing from Bb to Bn to C. The responsibility for imparting closure falls to
other parameters – tempo, orchestration, thematic reiteration – which Waxman
devises to be so emphatically end-weighted as to make the conclusion of the
concert arrangement wholly and satisfyingly overdetermined, without the aid of
monotonicity.
Narrative
Even without an accompanying movie to render its meanings explicit, film-asconcert music is dense with extra-musical information, content ripe for Long’s
act of ‘envisioning’. If a cue/arrangement seems to tell a coherent story, one might
naturally ask what relation its inner workings have to, say, the impression of a
human persona embedded within this musical tale. Formal analysis may reveal
a host of features – style topics, pregnant compositional decisions, mimetically
suggestive gestures – which collectively signify setting, character and dramatic
incident. On a broader scale, a specific narrative trajectory may be embedded
within the overall form of a cue/arrangement, particularly as a function of
thematic development or its absence. Of potential use may be structuralist
frameworks for narratological analysis, such as that developed by Byron Almén
(2008) from Northrop Frye’s (1957) system of four plot archetypes or ‘mythoi’:
comedy, romance, tragedy and, irony. In their most basic formulation, these
mythoi involve two parameters, victory/defeat and maintenance/transgression of
an established order. Romance, for example, involves successful struggle against
an external threat to uphold an acceptable status quo. Tragic narratives similarly
concern struggle but hinge on a failed attempt to overcome a (more negatively
presented) social or cosmic order. Comedy and irony, on the other hand, counter
the prevailing status quo, either by offering a new-found sense of freedom and
reconciliation (comedy) or by undermining any and all overriding hierarchies,
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without necessarily replacing them with something better (irony). Despite their
reductive character, Almén/Frye-style archetypes are capable of bringing to light
nuanced and easily overlooked idiosyncrasies of a given musical text, as I intend
to demonstrate in the last section of this article.
Analysis of extra-musical content need not stop with narrative trajectory: one
might also isolate and characterize a musical narrator sitting above the story,
constructing it actively for the listener. Nicholas Reyland (2012), drawing from
the musicologists Carolyn Abbate and Robert Hatten, argues that the sense of
an active narrator can emerge in film underscore during moments that disrupt
the normal flow of musical discourse. Without the reinforcement of image, such
ruptures – ‘voices from elsewhere’, as Abbate (1991, p. 29) frames them – are if
anything even more likely in film-as-concert music to imply the intercession of
a narrational agent than they might in other kinds of programmatic repertoires.
However, more mundane methods are also available for suggesting the active
hand of a musical storyteller. One of the most tested techniques is to begin a
work with material that, instead of situating the listener immediately in a plot,
functions as an extra-diegetic prologue, as a kind of musical utterance of ‘once
upon a time . . . ’. Howard Shore achieves this effect with the beginning of
his Lord of the Rings symphony, in which a host of devices converge that are
tailored to evoke spatial and temporal distance – to speak in a musical ‘past
tense’, if such a thing is possible in untexted works. These ‘preludial’ details
include reliance on human voices and solo instruments as a kind of antique,
stage-setting ‘chorus’; harmonic and textual signifiers of antiquity; tentatively
assembled leitmotifs, including the franchise’s gnomic ‘History of the Ring’
theme; and (for exceptionally astute listeners) the presence of newly composed
music, absent from the original Fellowship of the Ring (2001). All this has the
effect of suggesting the hovering presence of a wizened narrator, inviting the
concert audience to listen in on this epic yarn.
Importantly, it is possible for these musical codes to express a narrative and/or
narrator without explicit reference to the specific visuals or plot points of the
original movie. Were this not the case, cinematic listening would be an opaque
experience for anyone not familiar with the film itself – something clearly untrue
for most concert arrangements, which, regardless of their individual artistic
merits or deficiencies, tend to be highly accessible. This is not to say that analysis’s
sole task is to divine a simplistic version of the film’s narrative out of its musical
mannerisms. Cinematic listening takes many more forms than literal-minded
plot reconstruction, and slavish interest in locating a film’s story in a concert
work will blind one to the necessarily different ways in which music spins its
tales. Nevertheless, the formal study of film-as-concert music ought always at
least to heed the form-generative potential of what Rosenman dismissively but
fittingly dubs its ‘literary’ aspects.
We can see the significance of extra-musical content to formal analysis in
Audissino’s (2014a, p. 33) brief but perspicacious reading of ‘On Earth as It Is in
Heaven’, a set piece for chorus and orchestra drawn from Ennio Morricone’s
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score to The Mission (1986). Audissino identifies the formal constituents of
the piece and argues that their interaction helps convey, in non-literal and
non-chronological fashion, the essential contours of the film’s narrative. ‘On
Earth’ achieves this feat by means of a cumulative contrapuntal combination
of three stylistically distinct modules – a lyrical oboe melody and two Latin
motets, one sung ‘straight’ and the other accompanied by South American
percussion. Audissino proposes that the piece will be especially effective for those
already versed with the plot of The Mission. However, Morricone’s modules
are clear enough in their connotations to guarantee that even unprepared
listeners will glean a coherent narrative from the piece, one about the meeting
and reconciliation of differing cultures, without erasure of cultural difference.
Interestingly, this optimistic narrative flies in the face of the actual plot of the
film, which concludes with the brutal massacre of indigenous Guarani and openminded Jesuit missionaries alike by the Portuguese and Spanish military.
Hermeneutics
It is a small leap from analysis informed by extra-musical content to analysis
that performs more actively critical readings of film-as-concert music. The first
step to formulating such an interpretation is to allow one’s knowledge of the
ideas and themes of the originating film to steer the exegesis of the derived
concert work. However, good hermeneutics is rarely unidirectional, and some
promising analytical pathways involve using the concert work as a way to shine
light on its parent text and the contexts surrounding it.16 Concert arrangements
in particular have a propensity for distilling the central issues and problematics
of their film to their essence – or, as discussed above regarding The Mission, even
to offer a potentially revisionist reading of their originating text. A suite may
reveal aspects of a film’s structure that are less apparent when wading through
an entire screenplay, illuminating the trajectory of narrative, the conventional
and/or boundary-pushing qualities of plot, the manner in which the status quo
is retained or overturned, and so on. Similarly, a ‘Theme from [Film]’ might
have a great deal to reveal about characterisation and identity politics: a ‘Hero’s
Theme’, for example, may delineate the moral universe of a movie, or its means
of constructing gender and racial identity. These discoveries can then be used to
reflect back on the larger culture from which both score and film hail.
Perhaps because of their outward attempts to mask their cinematic origins,
non-programmatic works leave open especially enticing hermeneutic windows.
We see this opportunity taken in Benjamin Winters’s analysis of Korngold’s
putatively absolute Symphony in F#. Across the work’s four cyclically related
movements, Winters locates an almost auto- (or psycho-)biographical workingthrough of the composer’s aesthetic preoccupations and insecurities. This
background narrative plays out primarily through the score’s reconfigurations
of various themes from Korngold’s filmography. Winters (2014, pp. 127–34)
argues that the appearance and development of these filmic mementos come
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to reflect the formerly ‘serious’ composer’s divided attitude towards his career
and the competing tugs of musical modernism and Romanticism he felt so
keenly.
Analysing concert music need not produce hermeneutically abstract fruits;
it may clarify technical aspects of the score at large too. In his seminal article
‘Tonal Design and Narrative in Film Music’, David Neumeyer (1998) takes
precisely this approach, examining the paratext in order to shine light on the
primary text. His case study is ‘A Portrait of Hitch’, a wry concert suite that
Bernard Herrmann extracted out of his score for The Trouble with Harry (1955).
Neumeyer’s ultimate goal is to ‘look at how Herrmann’s priorities in the design
of this orchestral scherzo reflect back on the priorities and functions of the
music for The Trouble with Harry’ (1998, p. 97). Following an initial formal
analysis of the suite, he demonstrates how the work’s idiosyncratic means of
tonal articulation reflect structures and themes in the original score from which
it was derived. In particular, the central double-tonic complex Eb/Gb – which
Neumeyer first located in the ‘Portrait’ – in effect translates the film’s core
narrative conflicts into specific musical tensions and is shown to infuse the whole
soundtrack with a dramatically apt sense of ambivalence. While not every concert
piece will elucidate its film so profoundly, analysts should not underestimate
how much even the most trifling suite or set piece has to say, provided it is read
carefully.

John Williams and the Action Scherzo
In his discussion of form in film music, Roy Prendergast (1977, p. 232) rightly
notes that the scherzo, a ‘fast and usually exciting piece of music’, is a common
type of cue within Hollywood. Yet he makes a mistake in describing it as a
conventional form, akin to a passacaglia or theme and variations. Film scherzi, put
bluntly, have no set shape. Their sole unifying characteristic – besides speed – is a
responsiveness to filmic exigency, which often but not always results in an episodic
and fluid sort of formal organisation. The action sequences in which scherzi
often appear are predicated on overload of both a sensorial level (through visual
spectacle, fast cutting and loud sound design) and a narratival one (through rapid
changes matters like location, character advantage and overall tension). Herein
lies the central irony of the film scherzo: the most active, complex and potentially
interesting music of a score tends to fall within scenes that most doggedly direct
viewer attention elsewhere.
Composers can avail themselves of two strategies to compensate for the threat
of sonic submergence. The first, which might be called ‘optimisation through
minimalism’, aims to streamline musical content, maximising its impact while
simultaneously reducing demands on a filmgoer’s mental bandwidth.17 Though
rarely ‘concertised’, the appeal of such cues-as-pieces lies, like that of minimalist
music in general, in their ability to convey a single powerful affect, often a kind of
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hypnotic sense of urgency. The other compensatory strategy for action music is
to aggressively vie with other sensory streams; most often this is accomplished by
the usage of striking musical devices and assertive audiovisual synchronisation.
It is the technique overwhelmingly preferred by composers within classical
Hollywood and still observed by holdouts like John Williams, who takes evident
relish in writing complex and technically difficult action cues.18 When asked
by the film critic Gene Shalit ‘How do you write music for rolling boulders?’,
Williams responded pithily: ‘Hard!’19 The specific cue Shalit and Williams were
discussing – the temple escape from the opening of Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) –
competes with the ear-splitting rumblings of the sound-effects track primarily
through instrumentation. Williams scores the iconic boulder with extremely rapid
licks given to the loudest instruments in his arsenal, the trumpets.
Even the ‘hardest’ music, however, can be masked during an action sequence
by a simple push on the audio mixing board. The abundance of scherzi in
Williams’s film-to-concert oeuvre is not solely a function of the many actionoriented franchises he has written for; it is also part of a concerted attempt
to wrest attention back onto otherwise inaudible music. At a 2016 Boston
Pops concert, for example, Williams explained that the next piece he would
conduct had been all but drowned out in the final film, Star Wars Episode VII:
the Force Awakens (2015).20 He went on to imply that live performances of
action set pieces were a means of redressing the imbalance foisted on music
by its subordinate status in a film. Williams further suggested that only a live
concert rendition was able to properly showcase the sheer orchestral virtuosity
required to perform such technically demanding pieces. ‘Here’s what you might
have heard’, he said winkingly, before lifting his baton to conduct his ‘Scherzo
for X-Wings’.
Table 2 lists 44 instances of action music that have migrated away from their
original films, either as part of a concert arrangement or suite or as some form
of an album exclusive. Following Prendergast, I make no demand that filmic
scherzi be particularly light or amusing, which was the original connotation of
the form. The list limits itself to scherzi arranged for the same performance
forces as in the original score; it therefore excludes, inter alia, piano reductions
and editions for concert band.21 Williams had a direct hand, as arranger and
conductor, in all the pieces listed, many of which he premiered himself with
the Boston Pops Orchestra during his time as its conductor (1980–93) and
laureate conductor (1995–present).22 Many have since been made available for
performance and study by the Hal Leonard music publication company as part
of the ‘John Williams Signature Edition’ series. The bulk of these scherzi (70%)
differ substantially enough from their filmic precursors to count as genuine
adaptations, rather than re-presentations. Not included within that percentage
are a number of suites which string together multiple action set pieces without
modifying the underlying material significantly. The percentage also leaves out
set pieces conducted live-to-picture – excerpts which, despite their new-found
emphasis on musical performance, remain of necessity identical to their film
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Table 2 John Williams’s action scherzi
Year

Film

Title

Adapted?

Rounded?

New End?

1969

The Reivers

‘The Race’ *‡

Y

N (F ...C)

N

1970

Jane Eyre

‘To Thornfield’ †

Y

N (f ...f )

Y

1974

Earthquake

‘Miles on Wheels’

Y

Y (c)

N

1975

Eiger Sanction

‘Fifty Miles of Desert’*

Y

Y (d)

N

1975

Jaws

‘Shark Cage Fugue’ †
‘The Barrel Chase’ †

Y
Y

N (c ...g)
N(...g ...F ...)

Y
N

1977

Star Wars:
A New Hope

‘Here They Come’
‘The Battle’‡

Y
N

Y
N

1979

Dracula

‘To Scarborough’

N

Y (B )
N (b ... ...D )
N (...g ...f)

1978

1941

‘The Battle for Hollywood’

Y

N (....D

Y

1980

Star Wars:
The Empire Strikes Back

‘The Asteroid Field’
Star Wars Montage (‘Mynock Cave’ section)§‡

Y
N

N (c ....c)
N (... ...)

Y
N

1981

Raiders of the Lost Ark

‘The Idol’s Temple/Flight From Peru’ §
‘The Basket Chase’

N
Y

N (… …F C)
Y (G)

N
Y

1982

E.T. The Extra Terrestrial

‘Abandoned and Pursued’
‘Adventures on Earth’ (Bike Chase section)†

Y
Y

N (b …C…)
Y (C .... ...C)

N
N

1983

Star Wars: Return of the Jedi

‘The Forest Battle’

Y

N (d .... ....C)

Y

1986

Empire of the Sun

‘Jim’s New Life’

Y

N (G ...C)

Y

1986

The Witches of Eastwick

‘The Devil's Dance’†

Y

Y (d d)

Y

1989

Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade

‘Circus Train Chase’ §
‘Scherzo for Motorcycle & Orchestra’ †

N
Y

N (D ... … B)
N (c ...a)

Y
Y

1990

Home Alone

‘Holiday Flight’

Y

Y (G)

N

1991

Hook

‘The Lost Boy’s Ballet’

Y

N (F ...C)

Y

1992

Far and Away

‘Blowing Off Steam’ †
‘Fighting Donnellys’ †

Y
Y

N (D ...G)
Y (G)

Y
Y

1997

Jurassic Park II: The Lost World

‘Theme from‘ (‘Malcolm’s Journey’ section)

Y

N (A ...C)

N

1999

Angela’s Ashes

‘Suite‘ (‘Father’s Stories/Telegrams’
Sections)*‡

N

Y (E)

Y

1999

Star Wars: The Phantom Menace

‘Duel of the Fates’

Y

N (e ...g)

N

2001

Harry Potter &
The Sorcerer’s Stone

‘Hedwig’s Theme’ (‘Longbottom Flies’ section)
‘Nimbus 2000’†

Y
Y

N (e …a)
Y (e)

N
N

2004

Harry Potter &
The Prisoner of Azkaban

‘Witches, Wands, and Wizards’‡
‘The Knight Bus’

N
Y

N (e... ... ... D )
N (.... ...)

Y
Y

2005

Memoirs of a Geisha

‘Brush on Silk’

Y

Y (e)

Y

2005

Star Wars: Revenge of the Sith

‘Battle of the Heroes’

N

Y (d)

N

2005

War of the Worlds

‘Escape from the City’

Y

N (... ...)

Y

2008

Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull

‘The Adventures of Mutt’/‘Swashbuckler! ’
‘A Whirl Through Academe’

Y
N

N (C ...D)
N (b …D)

Y
Y

2011

The Adventures of Tintin

‘The Duel’
‘The Sea Battle’

Y
Y

N (g c)
N (b …c)

Y
N

2011

War Horse

‘Dartmoor, 1912’ (middle section)‡

Y

N (d …G)

Y

2012

Lincoln

‘Getting out the Vote’

Y

N (G ...D)

Y

2015

Star Wars: The Force Awakens

‘Scherzo for X-Wings’
‘Finale‘ (‘Follow Me’ section)‡

Y
Y

N (d ....d )
N (c …a)

Y
Y

2016

The BFG

‘Suite’ (Various sections)‡

N

N (C … …E)

N

....D)

N

* Unused in film
† Multiple versions
‡ Suite
§ Live-to-picture
… Unstable, atonal, or modulatory material

counterparts on a measure-to-measure basis. Finally, a handful of scherzi count
as neither re-presentations nor adaptations, having never properly occurred
within their films in the first place. In the case of The Reivers (1969), Williams’s
suite was composed in 1980, premiering with the Boston Pops a decade after
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the film that inspired it; while much of the eighteen-minute work is based on
music from the original score, Williams also wrote wholly new ‘outer panels’,
including a exuberant scherzo that depicts the suite’s climactic horse race (Dyer
1980). ‘To Thornfield’ (1970) from Jane Eyre, on the other hand, was composed
like any other cue but did not make the final cut of the film; nevertheless,
Williams was fond enough of the scherzo to expand it into a fully fledged
concert work – even reconstructing the score by ear after the original sheet music
was lost.
The penultimate column in Table 2 summarises the tonal trajectory of each
scherzo, with monotonal pieces described by a single key and non-rounded cues
by the opening and closing key. Because so much of Williams’s action music
relies on modulatory or atonal syntax, an ellipsis ( . . . ) is used to convey the
extent of digressive material between clear articulations of opening or closing
tonics. Only a quarter of these pieces end in the same key in which they begin.
This counts as strong evidence that tonal roundedness is not a norm in this
repertoire, and its lack should not be taken prima facie to be an important
expressive decision. In fact, it is the monotonal scherzi on this list that tend to be
stylistic outliers. For example, ‘Brush on Silk’, from Memoirs of a Geisha (2005),
falls almost entirely in the E-anhemitonic pentatonic collection, while ‘Miles
on Wheels’, from Earthquake (1974), occupies a symphonic disco harmonic
idiom unlike that of any other cue on the list. The monotonicity of the ‘Basket
Chase’ from Raiders of the Lost Ark can be accounted for by the rewriting of
the set piece’s original conclusion. Williams closes out the concert arrangement
with a short, plucky coda based on the cue’s G major refrain. This new bookend
replaces the film ending, in which major-mode cheerfulness dissolves with a tragic
and tonally digressive denouement occasioned by the (apparent) death of the
heroine.
Some of Williams’s scherzi are sandwiched within larger suites or, in a
few cases, originally uninterrupted spans of wall-to-wall scoring. The massive
‘Adventures on Earth’ is unusual in that it comprises an adaptation of the entire
final reel of E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982) – over ten minutes of music, of which
only the first three are drawn from a traditional action cue, ‘Bicycle Chase’.
Ex. 3 offers an account of the tonal and thematic design of this fast-paced
portion of ‘Adventures’. Special note is made of the substantial role excision
and interpolation play in Williams’s retooling of the cue. Note, for example, the
decreased emphasis on the ‘Flying Theme’ in the concert arrangement and the
increased presence of the ‘Riding’ theme. The second expurgation of ‘Flying’
in particular seems justified as a way to prevent stealing thunder from the real
apotheosis of the theme, which occurs at the proper climax and conclusion of
the entire work (not represented in Ex. 3).
Despite hosting a tremendous amount of tonal variety within its duration,
‘Adventures on Earth’ is genuinely in C major, with crucial formal and thematic
sign-posts at beginning, middle, and end establishing and prolonging the key.
The uncharacteristically resilient monotonicity of this piece is owed to a number
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Ex. 3 Form of ‘Bike Chase’ section of ‘Adventures on Earth’, film and concert
versions

of factors, including: (a) the association of E.T.’s ‘Flying’ leitmotif with C major,
(b) the cue’s role in providing tonal closure to the entire film and (c) the unusual
way it was initially performed. Williams approached the chase in an atypical
fashion, scoring first it meticulously to image but then conducting it freely,
without reference to the visuals, with Spielberg later cutting the scene to the
tempi the composer felt the music suggested of its own accord. Uninhibited from
the minutia of synchronisation and pacing, Williams came to regard the whole
sequence as a ‘piece’ in a more traditional sense – that is, a site for a comparatively
organic sort of tonal development than action scenes usually permit.23
The concert arrangement that diverges from its filmic source the most is
probably the previously mentioned ‘Scherzo for X-Wings’, which accompanies
an aerial assault on the enemy Starkiller base in The Force Awakens. Table 3
Table 3 Form of ‘Scherzo for X-Wings’, film and concert versions
(a) In film
Time

Lead-in

1:54:56

...Ongoing aerial
assault on
antagonist base

Action

1:55:05

:13

:18

Protagonist fighters
enter base’s trench

Key,
Cadence

Segues directly
from tonally roving
cue ending on a

d …

Material

—

1, 2

:26

:30

:34

Pilot launches
solo attack run

…

:40

Enemy
starts
countdown

a …

d

B E
g

2

2

:59

1:56:08

3

—

3

:17

1:56:25
Cut to ongoing
melee between
Kylo Ren and
Rey...

g

B

…

e /
c-ped

f

Segues directly into
cue beginning in g

2

1

3

2

—

—

—

64

69

71

78

83

HC: a
1

:13

Reactor
blows up,
creating
shockwave

a …

b

B

:55

Pilot flies through trench,
dodging fire, blows up reactor

HC: a
1

:48

(b) In concert
Bar
number
Section
Key,
Cadence
Material
Same
as film
version?

0

9

21

A1

27

32

A2
d (A)

…

1, 2

1+3

2

3

Y

N

N

Y

39

B1

B E
d …

37

43

48

56

B1'

a …

B

g

B

a
(+f)

2

1

3

1

3

Y

Y

Y

N

N

HC: a
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B2

B2'
g

C1

89

97

104

C2
V/d

d

B

a
(+f)

b …

e …

… f

f a

D
V/d

1

3

1

3

1, 2

—

1, 2

3, 4

—

—

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

HC: B

PAC: d
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Ex. 4 Incipits for ‘Scherzo for X-Wings’ motives

contrasts the form of the film and concert versions side by side, while Ex. 4 offers
incipits for recurrent thematic material in the piece. The film ‘Scherzo’ practically
embodies Rosenman’s notion of ‘literary’ music, ostensibly too ‘truncated, [and]
containing far too much material (or too little) to be of value as a “listening”
piece alone’ (1968, p. 131). Even for a late-period Williams action cue, the film
version has a short attention span, responding swiftly to visual changes with no
heed paid to the smoothness of transitions, much less to thematic follow-through
or global formal unity. Over the span of 90 seconds, the cue garners no fewer than
thirteen modulations – a new tonal centre every seven seconds on average. And
unlike every other piece in Table 2, the film ‘Scherzo for X-Wings’ is not driven
by an original theme, but rather cycles through a set of thrumming textural and
rhythmic modules. One of these modules showcases the series’s main (Luke’s)
leitmotif, the melodic head of which is stated in quasi-stretto at three junctures
in the middle of the sequence. Brief and incomplete though those thematic nods
are, they constitute the cue’s main ‘hook’.24
The greatly expanded concert ‘Scherzo’ makes a concerted effort to impose
formal discipline on the musical frenzy of the original, though without sacrificing
(or ameliorating) its sense of fleet-footed tonal caprice. Compared to the film
cue, it falls more neatly into large-scale sections, three in all, bearing clear
introductory, developmental and concluding functions respectively. Each is
initiated by the same galloping motivic module, and each marks subsectional
divisions through a variety of punctuating chord progressions. The main Star
Wars theme now occurs on seven occasions and is more evenly distributed across
the piece, making the piece something of a loose rondino. The third iteration of
the main theme, at bars 48–56, is probably the most impactful, formally speaking.
It provides the first and only statement of the leitmotif’s full 8-bars, including the
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Ex. 5 Form of ‘Scherzo for Motorcycle and Orchestra’, film and concert versions

theme’s distinctive bVII–V half cadence (one of only three cadences in the piece).
Occurring at the exact midpoint of the ‘Scherzo’, this cadence splits the B section
into two similar halves (B1 and B2 ) and acts as the most attention-grabbing
point of tonal articulation in a piece otherwise short on harmonic signposts. The
concert scherzo also redresses the film version’s lack of an ending by offering
a concluding section (C1 –C2 ) made up of material unheard in the film. With
mounting thematic and tonal instability, the C section builds a sense of gathering
crisis, climaxing on a ‘recapitulatory’ statement of the main theme (dovetailed
with a shard of the ‘Force Theme’) and snapping shut with a chromaticised PAC
in Db minor.
A number of Williams’s scherzi, including ‘Adventures on Earth’ and the
‘Barrel Chase’, from Jaws (1975), exist in more than one concert arrangement.
Most interesting of these is the ‘Scherzo for Motorcycle and Orchestra’, which
accompanies a chase sequence midway through Indiana Jones and the Last
Crusade (1989). The piece revolves around a 6/8 theme that alternates with
a variety of intervening leitmotivic and developmental episodes, often connected
via expressive stepwise transpositions.25 A tonal design sketch of the piece is
included in Ex. 5, with the first concert arrangement pictured at the bottom
and various alternatives from both the film and second version depicted above.
The film version sits primarily in C minor but bears an off-tonic opening (Ab
minor) and conclusion (An minor). Williams’s first concert arrangement makes
just one substantial alteration: a newly composed introductory statement of the
6/8 theme purely in C minor replaces the original intro through the iteration of
Indiana Jones’s leitmotif. By trimming off the tonally tentative opening paragraph
of the original cue, the concert version tightens the control of C minor over
the piece. However, it also lessens the tonal balancing effect possessed by
the original, with its complementarily off-tonic introductory and concluding
passages.
The second concert arrangement retains the renovation of the opening of
the ‘Scherzo’ while adding many smaller, largely cosmetic changes. Most of
these are interpolations that serve to stretch out transitional or pre-cadential
passages, without modifying the piece’s overall form. The most impactful of these
may be the penultimate interpolation, whose first subsection adds something
thematically novel and, for well-versed listeners, intertextually illuminating.
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Ex. 6 Comparison of Africa and ‘Scherzo’ themes
(a)

(b)

Ex. 7 Conclusion of ‘Ewok Battle’

Immediately after the piece’s climax, Williams includes a new continuation to the
melody, derived from the intervallic content of the melody’s basic idea. Details
of phrasing, rhythm and instrumentation – not to mention pitch content – seem
to clarify and even point directly towards the 6/8 melody’s model in the Classical
repertoire: the hemiola-filled theme from Camille Saint-Saëns’s fantasy Africa,
Op. 89. Ex. 6 compares the melodies side by side, leaving it to the reader to
determine whether this is purely coincidental or Williams’s sly nod to a work that
might have inspired his scherzo.
The far-right column in Table 2 indicates whether the piece in question bears
a substantially revised ending relative to its filmic predecessor. The percentage
of reworked conclusions – over half (56%) – is considerable. Perhaps the most
elaborate of Williams’s concert scherzi, the ‘Forest Battle’ from Return of the
Jedi (1983), exhibits a number of particularly striking modifications to its filmic
predecessor, the ‘Ewok Battle’. The most substantial change is the addition of an
enormous new climax and coda, which replaces the indecisive conclusion of the
original cue. Ex. 7 displays a melodic reduction of the film ending, which bears
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little in the way of closure – and even less in the heavily edited guise in which it
actually appears within Return of the Jedi, where numerous bars are cut and the
conclusion of the cue segues directly into the beginning of the next.26 Lack of
closure here is not only emblematic of action scoring in general, it is required
by the cue’s editorial placement: the music falls roughly two-thirds of the way
through the movie’s final battle, as the tide is beginning to turn in favour of the
protagonists but before the ultimate happy resolution.
In place of the last eleven and a half bars of the ‘Ewok Battle’, Williams’s
concert version, ‘The Forest Battle’, offers 70 bars of almost completely new
material, most of which are involved in building to a tonally and thematically
satisfying climax. Ex. 8 provides a one-stave reduction of the final 32 bars,
which come on the heels of the decisive (and extra-filmic) statement of the
cue’s cancan-like theme. The excerpt begins on a dominant prolongation in
the piece’s ultimate key of C and goes on to feature one concluding feint after
another. In all there are nine notated locations where the ‘Battle’ could easily have
ended. These are powered by a variety of closure gestures, including dominant–
tonic motions, leading-note resolutions, upward-sweeping chromatic lines and
emphatically repeated tonic bass notes and pedals. The first eight of these must
be regarded as ‘false endings’, dragging matters out with increasingly absurd
determination right up to the last bar.27
The profusion of endings in ‘Forest Battle’ stands in ironic contrast with
the utter lack of closure of the film cue. It smacks of hypercorrection, an
overcompensation for the inherent open-endedness of its filmic source – and
non-diegetic underscore in general. This sort of irony makes affective sense as
well. The Ewoks are a comical species, and their improbable combat prowess
undermines the seriousness of the Empire’s threat. It stands to reason that
the action set-piece devoted to their heroic exploits should conclude in a silly
way. Like the alien teddy bears themselves, the ending to ‘Forest Battle’ is
surprisingly – even unnervingly – good at achieving its (tonal) goals. There may
be a personal rationale for the fixation on endings as well. As far as Williams
knew, Return of the Jedi was the final entry in the Star Wars saga, and ‘Forest
Battle’ therefore stood as its last concert set-piece. The inflated coda’s role is
not only to close off an incomplete non-diegetic cue, but to serve as a cap to the
series that catapulted Williams to global recognition.
The Asteroid Field
The second act of The Empire Strikes Back (1981) kicks off with a visually
and sonically spectacular chase sequence. Darth Vader’s forces are in hot
pursuit of the protagonists. Unable to outrun the Imperial Fleet, Han Solo
opts to outmanoeuvre them. Solo accomplishes this feat – against incredibly
unfavourable odds, as he is repeatedly informed – by piloting the Millennium
Falcon through a conveniently appearing asteroid belt. To the amazement of the
Falcon’s crew, this seemingly suicidal ploy somehow works. The enemy fighters
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Ex. 8 Conclusion of ‘Forest Battle’

are incapable of navigating the celestial minefield, while Solo’s virtuosic flying
skills prove just enough to allow him to avoid pulverisation. The scene ends with
the Falcon slipping away into a large crater, an ominous and, as it will turn out,
surprisingly unsafe redoubt.
Williams considered this chase to be a particularly effective as a set piece
and likened his musical contribution – one of the most complex in the Star
Wars franchise – to ‘a ballet of flying spaceships and asteroids colliding’ (Byrd
[1997]2011, p. 420). Like the vast majority of underscore for these films,
Williams’s cue, ‘The Asteroid Field’, is carefully tailored to onscreen action,
responding to dramatic events, emotional undercurrents and the presence or
Music Analysis, 37/i (2018)
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Table 4 Form of ‘The Asteroid Field’, film and concert versions
(a) In film
Time

39:05

:09

:54

40:15

40:56

41:14

41:35

41:57

42:10

42:31

42:40-:49

Section

Lead-in

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

B3

C2

D1

D2

D3/Lead-out

Action

Cut
away
from
Luke

Imperial
Fleet in hot
pursuit of
Millennium
Falcon

Hyper-drive
fails to start.

Crew
attempts to
repair ship.

Han pilots
into asteroid
field.

Ships zoom
through
asteroid
field.

Fretful
dialogue.
Han pulls in
closer to
asteroid.

Falcon
maneuvers
close to
surface of
asteroid.

Enemy
fighters
destroyed,
Han pilots
into crater

Falcon
enters
interior of
crater

Cut to Luke
arriving at
new planet

Key

…

c

g

c

C …C

A?

…

C? V/F

F A? …

C

e

f

Material

--

0

--

1

2a, 2b

3+2a

3

4

--

--

e

c

…

B?

2a, 2b

(b) In concert
mm.

1

15

56

71

85

102

128

137

158

Form

Intro

Main Theme

Episode 1

Second Theme

Episode 2

Main Theme

Episode 1

Second Theme

Coda

Section

A0

A1

A2

B

A3

A1

A2

B

A4

Key

c…

c

C …

A?

…C? ...V/F

c

C …

A?
B? A …

C

Material

2a, 2b

1

2a, 2b

3+2a

2a, 2b

1

2a, 2b

3+2a, 3

2a, 2b

Same as
Film?

N

Y (B1)

Y (B2)

Y (C)

Y (B3)

Y (~B1)

Y (~B2)

Y (~C1+C2)

N

e

c…

B?

e

c…

absence of dialogue. However, one will detect little direct synchronisation
with the moment-to-moment dance of interplanetary debris. Williams’s ballet
relies less on mickey-mousing than on a veritable obstacle course of kinetic
motives and difficult instrumental writing – spinning woodwinds, grinding
strings, pummelled pitched percussion. Without the film’s imagery as a reference,
the concert arrangement renders the gestural and expressive content of ‘The
Asteroid Field’ necessarily more vague. Yet the piece remains vivid in other
ways, constructed as it is out of a veritable swarm of easily legible agitato style
topics, choreographed to an unseen and dangerous dance. This pictorial clarity
makes the cue and its concert arrangement prime candidates for a close reading
according to the analytical and critical criteria I have proposed throughout this
article, including considerations of transformation, closure, and narrative. Its
vividness also suggests a further expansion of ‘cinematic listening’, though I will
forestall further discussion on that matter until drawing the analysis proper to
a close.
Thanks to the presence of stark textural and thematic contrasts, the film’s
‘Asteroid Field’ possesses a clear and well-defined form, particularly when
compared to some of the other, more desultory scherzi we have examined. But
while Williams performed no editorial interventions as drastic as were needed for,
say, ‘Scherzo for X-Wings’, the concert arrangement does make some sweeping
changes to the shape of the original cue. Table 4 summarises the sectional and
motivic layout of film and concert versions of the cue, while Ex. 9 provides fourbar incipits for its recurring themes and/or motives. (Timings are taken from the
2004 DVD version of the film.)
The most readily apparent difference is the concert arrangement’s removal of
everything preceding and following the chase itself. In place of the original frame
now sit a newly composed introduction and coda. The other major divergence
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Ex. 9 Incipits for ‘The Asteroid Field’ themes

is a repetition of sections A1 and A2 , which occurs in the space between A3 and
B2 , about two-thirds of the way through the piece; this interpolation provides
a great deal more substance to the otherwise brief and non-repetitive film
version. In terms of thematic content, the concert scherzo fits into a roughly
symmetrical ABABA form. Its A sections are defined by angular, chromatic
material, as exemplified by the cue’s sentential main theme (MT) and a pair
of related subsidiary motives; all of these, incidentally, stress downward minorninth intervals. This spiky sentential structure is also expanded in the concert
version, with two and a half complete iterations of the MT in both of its
statements, as opposed to the one and a half statements of the film version.28
The contrasting B sections exhibit a more flowing and pantriadic second theme
(ST). Admittedly, the ABABA account is something of an oversimplification, as
all formal reductions must be. For example, in addition to the statement of the
MT, the opening A section encompasses a sizeable introduction and an eventful
episode. This is not balanced equivalently by the piece’s concluding A section,
which is comparatively short and leaves out the MT, dwelling solely on subsidiary
material from the intro and episodes.
The collective effect of these alterations – excisions, frames and repetitions – is
not to alter the cue’s material itself on a surface level, which is largely unchanged
save for a few purely ornamental touches in the A1  and A2  sections. Rather,
Williams’s revisions modify the piece’s form in ways that are both obvious (the
now motivically integrated intro/coda, primarily) and subtle. For the remainder
of this analysis, I will concentrate on form on three levels: large-scale tonal design,
sectional boundaries and narrative.
Tonal Design
Williams has never demonstrated a commitment to maintaining a single tonal
centre across a whole cue, nor has he generally ascribed strong or consistent
intratextual associations to keys. That the film – ‘Asteroid Field’ should be
bounded on either side by leitmotifs that are unambiguously in C is therefore
a nice detail, but also a probable accident, doubtfully of great relevance to
Music Analysis, 37/i (2018)
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filmgoers. As far as tonal bookends go, C major’s tenure during the scene’s
denouement is cut rather short anyway. During the 30 seconds of non-leitmotivic
aftermath, the key slips unexpectedly and irrevocably into dark new territory, first
E, then F minor. The rapid forgetting of C is perfectly emblematic of the way
tonal design in film music is often tailored for expressive impact, with little heed
paid to long-range prolongation.
Ex. 10 presents a tonal analysis of both film and concert versions of
‘The Asteroid Field’, contrasting aspects of pitch design, key weighting and
prolongational span. With its more deliberate formal and harmonic structure, the
concert version of ‘The Asteroid Field’ asserts a new salience to long-range tonal
organisation. The basic tonal units are the same as they were in the film version:
C# initiates the main theme (section A1 ), while Cn governs the first episode (A2 )
and conclusion (A4 ). Yet the concert arrangement follows a strikingly dissimilar
tonal arc compared to its filmic source material (and not only because concert
listeners are more likely to notice such an arc in the first place). The altered
tonal trajectory is the product of an increased prominence of C#. This shift
of tonal weight is facilitated by the removal of the original opening section in
C minor in favour of the new introduction beginning on C# minor. Further
rebalancing is effected by the repetition of sections A1 and A2 (starting on C#
and Cn respectively). No longer simply a brief bubble within a piece where Cn is
the only repeated key and tonal corroboration is an afterthought, C# emerges as a
legitimate, if ultimately somewhat feeble, contestant for harmonic primacy. The
increased degree of contact between the two semitonally related pitch centres
establishes a clear (if potentially accidental) instance of tonal pairing across the
concert arrangement of ‘The Asteroid Field’. However, the presence of a doubletonic complex does not automatically make the concert version more coherent.
Indeed, an argument could be made that the lack of roundedness and the tug of
two keys actually detracts from the piece’s unity.
Such questions of coherence and quality are ultimately of less importance
than those of immediate aural implications, such as how the alteration of a tonal
plan might activate latent or underplayed harmonic aspects of the original cue.
One such reorientation of tonal implications can be observed in the secondary
theme area (B and B ). Ex. 11 provides a melodic reduction of the theme, with
multiple levels of harmonic annotations that attempt to capture the functional
multiplicity of its wide-ranging harmonies. The segment’s intended effect – a
swooping sense of musical vertigo – is owed chiefly to its ingenious pantriadic
chromaticism, particularly the ubiquitous tritonal vaults, T6 being a common
progression in science-fiction film (Murphy 2006). But while functional tonicity
within the theme, even at the shallowest surface level, is left decidedly ambiguous,
its clean phrasal symmetry imparts enough order to allow the listener to discern
referential tonal centres.
The theme’s antecedent phrase opens with an ostensible A tonic but, after
a series of downward chromatic shunts, arrives at a C major triad. C is then
secured via a chromatic ‘tonicisation’ of sorts via bVI6 (Ab) and II# (D) chords.29
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Ex. 11 Analysis of ‘The Asteroid Field’, second theme

The consequent begins similarly but transposed by semitone (T1 ) relative to its
predecessor. The phrase starts on Bb and heads to Db (enharmonically C#) at
its midpoint. Unlike before, Db/C# is not confirmed as a tonal region but rather
gives way to a tritonal oscillation of two chords, B and F major, at a different
transpositional level (T3 ) relative to the antecedent. The undulation between B
and F occupies the theme’s final five bars, erasing any lingering claim to centricity
for Db. The vaguely cadential quality of this oscillation, redolent of an unresolved
bII ↔ V/Bb progression, effectively reverses the tonal trick of the antecedent. It
reclaims, by implication, the tonicity of the opening chord, Bb, and dispels that
of Db/C#, where the opening phrase dispersed the tonicity of the opening chord
A and declared it instead for C.
The play between C and Db/C# is thus encoded in a deep but subtle way into
this theme. Yet while the ST is unchanged across film and concert versions, it is
unlikely a distracted filmgoer would grasp such an understated and narratively
inconsequential detail. The concert version, on the other hand, has trained the
listener to keep an ear out for a C/C# pairing at multiple levels of structure. What
was formerly a happenstantial encounter of two pitch centres thus becomes
a formally salient association. Whether this counts as tonal ‘coherence’ is
another matter entirely. One might fairly ask whether picking up on – or seeking
out – such inconspicuous details still counts as true cinematic listening. Yet
pinpointing this particular relationship did not result from treating the concert
arrangement as though it were locked in a bubble of artistic autonomy. Rather,
it depended – as, I argue, analysis of this repertoire must – on an interpretative
back-and-forth between film and concert versions, a willingness to hear one text
through the other.
Sectional Boundaries
The long-range tonal divergences between the film and concert versions of ‘The
Asteroid Field’ can have significant small-scale implications, even for passages
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Ex. 12 Hinge between the main theme and the first episode of ‘The Asteroid Field’

that are invariant across both versions. Consider the bridging passage between
the two halves of the initial thematic area – that is, B1 → B2 in the film and A1
→ A2 in the arrangement. The sectional hinge is reproduced in Ex. 12. If we
were to take the first four bars entirely on their own, without any subsequent
harmonic context to guide our expectations, they would appear to set up a
cadence on the dominant of C# minor. The Ab augmented triad at bar 4 of Ex. 12
(bar 55 of the real piece) stands as a metrical and harmonic goal, the apex of
a gradual crescendo and end point of directed linear motion in multiple voices.
The resolution of this chord, what appears to be a functional V+ /C#, is where
the real difference in tonal content between the two versions plays out. In both,
G#aug immediately discharges onto a tutti C–E–G–Ab chord. This is an example
of a chromatically modulating cadential resolution: the dominant’s target key, C#
minor, is summarily discarded in favour of a tonally distant alternative, C major.30
Like its immediate predecessor, the chord of resolution has a conspicuous added
flattened sixth (or raised fifth) scale degree. This dissonant detail helps retain a
feeling of tension that might otherwise dissipate following a cadential resolution.
But the added note also effects a degree of harmonic continuity with its immediate
predecessor, G#+ , acting as both a common note and a way of retaining the
unsettled augmented-chord ambience.
The tug of musical disruptiveness versus continuity is managed quite
differently in the two versions of ‘The Asteroid Field’. In the film, neither the
tonal hinge nor the material after it matches a specific cut, despite the numerous
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musical details that could lend themselves easily to audiovisual accentuation. The
impact of this sectional boundary is instead holistic, contributing to a feeling of
ever-mounting intensity rather than pinpointing a specific shift in the visuals
or the narrative situation. ‘You’re not actually going into an asteroid field’, Leia
exclaims as it dawns on her that Han really is as reckless as he seems. The potential
disruptiveness of V+ /c# → I+ /C is further mitigated by the cue’s long-range tonal
design. Recall that C tonicity was strongly established at the beginning of the
film version. The quite recent memory of that key allows the cadential feint to
feel, if not expected, then at least fitting and presented. C major serves as a kind
of tonal echo of music from the first stage of the Millennium Falcon’s escape, now
signalling entry into the next, even more perilous leg of the chase.
Compare this editorially softened and harmonically primed interpretation to
how the same hinge sounds in the concert ‘Asteroid Field’. Both the introductory
(A1 ) and main thematic (A2 ) sections start firmly in C# minor and do not dwell on
any other keys of comparable weight or stability. This leads to a change of formal
expectations in two ways: (a) a stronger anticipation for conventional resolution to
the then-presumed governing tonic of C#; and (b) a decreased ability to rationalise
the hitherto unheard Cn. In other words, Cn becomes a shock, where before it
was at most a neutral change of tonal perspective. In the concert arrangement –
but not the film cue – the new tonal region is set in higher relief against its
predecessor, setting up a truer opposition of keys and focusing the ear on the two
competing sides of the piece’s tonal pairing of C and C#/Db. This demonstrates
how even small changes have a way of compounding and reinforcing each other,
leading to strikingly different ways of hearing the same material.
Narrative
So far, this analysis has focused on details of pitch design. However, the most
decisive transformations between film and concert versions of ‘The Asteroid
Field’ arguably have nothing to do with tonality at all, and everything to do with
dramatic content. The excision of the film version’s framing sections in particular
has effects that reach far beyond any tonal ramifications. Without the statements
of the ‘Imperial March’ and ‘Love Theme’, the concert arrangement lacks
overt references to the franchise’s repository of recurring themes. The dearth of
intratextual signifiers helps the concert version stand on its own, especially since
those two leitmotifs were not developed in any way within the core of the film cue.
Yet the more profound effect is on the narrative arc of the concert arrangement.
Gone is the musical representation of the external threat (the Empire) that
propels us into this orchestral obstacle course in the first place. Williams’s new
introductory section sets the stakes with a similarly menacing preamble, but only
through reference to material internal to the chase sequence proper.
Absent, too, from the concert version is the sense of repose that arrives after the
big tonal and thematic breakthrough at 41:57 of the film, where the ‘Love Theme’
originally stood. The major mode, serene orchestration and metrical regularity of
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Ex. 13 Ending of the concert arrangement of ‘The Asteroid Field’

the ‘Love Theme’ make it a kind of thematic reward. They signal the restoration
of musical order – ephemeral though it may be – after the hectic commotion,
narrative tribulations and disorienting pantriadicism of the chase sequence.
In place of the ‘Love Theme’, the concert version returns to the very same
agitato music that got us into the mess, though now presented in comparatively
delicate colours from woodwinds and pizzicato strings. As the coda proceeds,
the orchestration grows quieter and more attenuated, all but evaporating before
the final tutti C+ chord – more of a cheeky stinger than the logical tonal
culmination of the piece. (The last few bars are reproduced in Ex. 13).
The whole coda for the concert version thus suggests mischief more than menace,
but it still presents a story in which the enemy is left unconquered, the implied
heroes still in danger.
Broadly speaking, the film version of ‘The Asteroid Field’, with its clear if
short-lived projection of musical victory and restoration of order, fits into a
romantic narrative archetype, with some comic elements. The cue climaxes with
sudden, thematically unprepared epiphany into C major. This event represents a
paradigmatic musical ‘breakthrough’ as theorised by Buhler (1996) and others.
According to Almén (2008, pp. 189–94), breakthrough is a fundamentally comic
strategy, as it dispels the prevailing affective status quo with the musical equivalent
of a summary hand wave. However, the swift change of tone at the climax of ‘The
Asteroid Field’ signals a return to thematic clarity and harmonic stability and
is therefore ultimately in service of a larger heroic narrative. Williams’s break
into C major sees the transgressive forces of dissonance and ambiguity banished,
along with technical difficulty and simple loudness. The concert version, on
the other hand, conforms to a darker narrative mode of irony, though again
Williams includes a dash of comic undercutting. No heroic or striving theme is
ever presented as a credible opponent to the hazardous motivic material of the
chase, hampering the piece’s ability to sustain a struggle-based narrative, either
heroic or tragic. The absence of valedictory thematic material means that the
essential musico-narratival threat is in control from start to finish. The initially
chaotic state of things remains unaltered, even if its seriousness is undermined
slightly with the impertinent coda. Musical peril remains, but by the piece’s
conclusion we are asked to chuckle, rather than cower.
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Rehearing Cinematically
Imagine becoming intimately familiar with the concert version of ‘The Asteroid
Field’, whether by private listening, active performance, or concert attendance.
Imagine then watching The Empire Strikes Back. Perhaps you have seen the film
before and know what is in store. But it is also possible that you have not yet
viewed Empire or have not seen it in a very long time. What happens when you
arrive at the scene in which the piece originally occurred? How do you respond
to Han and Leia’s exploits, pre-equipped as you are with such musical insider
knowledge? It is hard to imagine internalising ‘The Asteroid Field’ as a concert
arrangement and returning to that scene in Empire and not noticing its musical
presence, not anticipating its gestures, not following its themes, not perceiving
the deft choreography of drama and music. There is a certain thrill in humming
(internally, or perhaps not) along with a film, of participating in its narration
and, in a sense, ‘scoring along’. Does this too fall within the purview of cinematic
listening?
At the beginning of this article, I suggested that the film-as-concert repertoire
is a potentially subversive one, insofar as it challenges the impulse to treat film
music as an intrinsically subordinated and unheard art form – a bias born of
an ocularcentrism deeply embedded within the way we discuss film. But filmas-concert music also resists the ‘music itself’–style analyses as does no other
repertoire, by its nature thwarting efforts to plumb only structure and style
without paying heed to textual and cultural contexts. The scenario I pose above,
of rehearing a piece of underscore through the filter of a concert arrangement,
adds one last subversive wrinkle. For if it is true that a richer experience of the film
is granted by one’s existing familiarity with a cue, why not encourage a radically
attentive stance towards musical underscore overall, familiar or not? Assuming
that prior exposure to a non-thematic arrangement such as ‘The Asteroid Field’
can enliven the viewing experience of The Empire Strikes Back, imagine how
much more potent the effect will be with recurring themes, especially for such
well-known earworms like the ‘Imperial March’.
Self-effacing inaudibility remains, of course, an option, perhaps the default in
most cases; but nothing intrinsic to the apparatus of film requires inaudibility to
be the only stance towards the non-diegetic music track. We must not assume that
the breaking of one sort of immersion (music as unconscious affective wallpaper)
precludes other forms of deep captivation (music as an independently interesting
stream of information). Heightened attentiveness to music-as-such is taken for
granted in other forms of narrative musical multimedia such as ballet, opera and
musical theatre. Even when the hall is darkened and the orchestra hidden away,
an active awareness of the score hardly seems to violate the aesthetic integrity of
the larger text. Indeed, the recent popularity of live-to-picture performances –
what McCorkle (2016, p. 177) revealingly calls ‘concert movies’ – suggests this
is actually a deeply powerful way of accessing films.
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The ultimate lesson of the study of film-as-concert music is to hear not
only recontextualised film underscore, but also film music as an entire genre
musically, as music. Recent work, such as that of Franklin (2007), Winters (2014)
and Kulezic-Wilson (2015) proposes that narrative film is itself already innately
musical. For Winters in particular, this is an active sort of cinematic musicality,
where we the audience are involved and invested with the soundtrack in a way
that might make a sceptical composer like Leonard Rosenman both embarrassed
and secretly proud. Perhaps we do not need to go so far as to insist that filmgoers
notice every note, every thematic transformation, every formal detail – though
who can say that this is a realistic or honest requirement for appreciating any
music, be it absolute, programmatic or functional. Film offers many delights,
some of which are registered consciously and some of which require a modicum
of effort to rise to the surface of awareness. Going to the movies can in fact be
like going to a concert. It only requires unlearning what one has learned about
musical inaudibility and subordination. As I hope to have shown in this essay, the
close study of film-as-concert music affords the most natural training for those
wishing to make such a leap into this novel form of cinematic listening.
NOTES
I wish to thank those who contributed insight and feedback at various stages
of this project, including Emilio Audissino, Matthew Bribitzer-Stull, Eric
Dienstfrey, William Drabkin, Michael Harris, Erik Heine, Hannah Lewis, Brooke
McCorkle, Barbara Norton, Nicholas Reyland and William Rosar.
1.

On various historical manifestations of score/soundtrack paratextual
culture, see Wright (2003); Smith (2003), pp. 63–81, and (2014),
pp. 277–80; Karlin and Wright (2004), pp. 467–9 and McCorkle (2016).

2.

See van der Lek and Swithinbank (1994), pp. 84–94 for an analysis of
Korngold’s Violin Concerto, Symphonic Serenade and Symphony in F#.
Interestingly, van der Lek states that incorporated materials in Korngold’s
concert oeuvre were not necessarily fully fledged themes, but could
also include modulating groups, continuations, developmental fragments,
epilogues and various combinations of fragments. On the Vaughan Williams
scherzo movement and its partial derivation from a motive in The 49th
Parallel, see Richards (1996), pp. 147–52.

3.

A few types of music fall outside this scheme: works incorporating music
initially planned for a film (Milhaud’s Cinéma-fantaisie, Prokofiev’s Fifth
Symphony, Stravinsky’s Symphony in Three Movements); works inspired
by film in general (Koechlin’s The Seven Stars Symphony, Schoenberg’s
Accompaniment to a Cinematographic Scene) and works that encompass
multiple films (Young’s Manhattan Concerto, Copland’s Music for Movies).
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4. Though usually taken as a purely derisive phrase, Tovey coined ‘bleeding
chunk’ as a way of defending Bruckner, claiming that listeners who tolerated
excerpts from Wagner’s music dramas should not cast critical stones at
Bruckner’s formally wobbly symphonic movements. See Ridley (1993) for
a rehabilitation of the phrase.
5. The dramatic contingency and formal recalcitrance of opera has of course
been well inculcated in music analysts; see, for example, Abbate and Parker
(1989), pp. 1–24.
6. Rosenman (1968, p. 131) claims: ‘Any truly musical aspect of a film score
comes as a by-product and not as a direct result of the marriage with the
literary form [of the film] [ . . . ]. Any potential concert music which may
ultimately arise from the body of the functional score must be reconceived
and rewritten after the fact of its original intent and creation in order that
its Gestalt be that of a musical nature.’
7. See, for example, testimony from Friedhofer (Danly 1999, pp. 18–19) and
Morricone (Miceli 1982, p. 313). Speaking of Steiner’s exclusion from
the concert-music circuit in 1940, Oscar Levant (1940, p. 107) concluded
dryly that ‘symphony orchestras rarely play movie music, and the market for
“agitatos” could hardly be described as ready.’ Judging from the frequent
occurrence of action and tension cues on film-music concert programmes,
that market seems in fact to have been ready for quite a while.
8. See McCorkle (2016), p. 180, for a similar argument.
9. Buhler (2016) locates cinematic listening in the way that classical
Hollywood came to train its audiences to hear non-diegetic music
after the passing of the silent era and its scoring conventions. Davison
(2015) understands cinematic listening in terms of various behavioural
expectations within a darkened theatre, particularly how audiences direct
their attention to artificially reproduced sound and away from the
reverberations of the outside world.
10. Revuluri (2014), pp. 391–2, imputes an element of imaginative fantasy and,
especially for song-and-dance soundtracks, kinaesthetic transportation to
the act of playing film music on personal audio devices.
11. See Subotnik (1996), pp. 148–76, for the classic formulation and critique
of structural listening.
12. Dahlhaus (1991), pp. 137–40, notes a variety of strategies that such
composers as Strauss and Mahler took to inoculate their programmatic
works against Hanslickian critiques. Strauss insisted that a rigorous
internal logic governed his tone poems, regardless of their external
motivations. Similarly, Mahler made sure to differentiate between external
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(programmatic) and internal (absolute) programmes. Intentionally or not,
such defences tend to accede to the underlying value system of absolute
versus programme music. See Audissino (2014a), pp. 26–35, on Romantic
prejudices against film-as-concert-music.
13. For this and all subsequent film cues, I have used the titles provided on the
most current commercially available soundtrack album.
14. For examples of these two strategies, see Lofthouse (2013), who has
analysed the main titles of Bernard Herrmann as rotational forms, and
Richards (2016), who has constructed a comprehensive and versatile formal
typology of film themes.
15. Only a small portion of Walton’s original score was used in the final cut of
The Battle of Britain, the vast majority being substituted with a replacement
score by Ron Goodwin. See Kuykendall (2011) on the treatment of
Walton’s music.
16. On the uses of critical or symptomatic reading within film musicology,
see Neumeyer (2002). For a particularly skilful manoeuvring about the
hermeneutic circle, see Franklin’s (2011, pp. 96–114) analyses of the
original and album presentations of music for Kings Row, Anthony Adverse
and Gone with the Wind.
17. Optimisation-through-minimalism sits best with more recent, intensifiedcontinuity styles of filmmaking; this practice is epitomised with action setpieces in the Dark Knight Trilogy, scored by Hans Zimmer. On the topic of
affect and form in Zimmer’s music, see Reyland (2015), pp. 115–30, and
Lehman (2016).
18. Although a rare practice today, soundtrack albums in the 1970s and ’80s
sometimes included different versions of underscore than appeared in the
film in order to create a more compelling dedicated listening experience.
For instance, Williams’s albums for Jaws, Jaws 2, The Fury and E.T. consist
of alternate, sometimes elaborated recordings of the cues heard in the
actual film.
19. Transcribed from Dangel (1997).
20. Transcribed from McCreath (2015). For a similar rationale, see Bell
(2016).
21. Also excluded from this list are action set pieces that were ultimately unused
in the film, their scenes either being replaced by alternate cues or left
musically silent. Many of these ‘phantom’ cues can nevertheless still be
heard and appreciated as pure music through soundtrack albums. Examples
from Williams’s oeuvre include ‘The Hunt’ from Jurassic Park 2: The Lost
World and ‘On the Conveyor Belt’ from Star Wars Episode II.
Music Analysis, 37/i (2018)
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22. The list of concert scherzi leaves out information on the names of
the various orchestrators who worked with Williams in fleshing out his
original underscore. These details are available through the imdb.com
website. Although the role of his long-time orchestrators (including
Herbert Spencer, Conrad Pope and Angela Morley, among others) should
not be downplayed, Williams is known to be unusually detailed in
his orchestrations, and there is no indication that any of his concert
arrangements involved anyone else’s input but his own.
23. Audissino (2014b, pp. 210–11) recounts this episode in E.T.’s genesis, with
quotations from Williams which indicate that he thought of the movie’s
musical finale as being unusually operatic and structurally cohesive.
24. The film version of this cue was clearly subjected to micro-editing. Analysis
of the audio track reveals, for example, that the trumpet half cadence at
0:19.5–0:21.5 was spliced in, tracked from a compositionally ‘intended’
occurrence later in the cue at 0:47–0:49.
25. These expressive stepwise shifts operate at different time scales across the
scherzo: observe the long-range C → D → E from bars 1 to 79; a rapid
ascent from C → D → Eb between bars 92 and 93 and a moderately paced
C → D → E motion before the PAC back into C minor at the piece’s climax
(bars 96–109).
26. A ‘concert ending’ to this cue can be heard on the 1983 Return of the Jedi
album conducted by Charles Gerhardt. This ending consists of a rather
perfunctory two-bar bookend that permits the piece to end on a B major
tonic in root position.
27. Williams is notably fond of this technique, using it to puckish effect in
‘Hedwig’s Theme’ from Harry Potter, ‘Duel of the Fates’ from Star Wars:
Episode I, ‘The Duel’ from The Adventures of Tintin.
28. Interestingly, the theme as it appears in the A1  section is altered
transpositionally relative to its initial statement, now being centred on the
melodic space between C#4 and C#5, rather than between G#4 and G#5.
The harmonisation is also slightly altered, although the theme’s rhythm,
contour and orchestration remain unchanged.
29. An identical chordal relationship is featured in the introduction of the
concert arrangement, before the arrival at section A2 (although there D
major ‘resolves’ not to C but c#).
30. See Lehman (2013). A similarly behaving chromatic resolution occurs at
the hinge that leads into the secondary theme; a half cadence is set up in the
key of C, only for V/C to discharge onto the A major that initiates the ST.
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ABSTRACT
What does it mean for film music – subordinated, contingent, ‘unheard’ – to
be plucked from its intended context and placed at the forefront of the listener’s
attention? The tradition of excerpting and arranging movie scores for the concert
hall poses this question sharply. While scholarship on ‘cinematic listening’ has
picked up in recent years, the specifically music-theoretical issues raised by this
repertoire have been largely unaddressed. In this article, I argue that film-asconcert music presents hearing ‘cinematically’ as a valid alternative to structural
modes of listening, a form of hearing that subverts both naive formalism and
reflexive anti-formalism. Following a discussion of theoretical and interpretative
priorities for analysing film-as-concert music, I begin investigation of a subset of
the film-as-concert corpus: stand-alone scherzi originating from action set pieces.
More than any other type of underscore, action cues answer to dramatic, editorial
and visual imperatives rather than to ‘absolute’ logic. My core data emerges from
a detailed study of John Williams’s film and concert scherzi, with short analyses
of cues/pieces from E.T., the Indiana Jones movies and Star Wars. My approach
emphasises the way in which formal alterations bring about drastically different
ways of hearing the work tonally and expressively across multiple versions. A
larger-scale case study of ‘The Asteroid Field’ from The Empire Strikes Back
serves to demonstrate the tonal, sectional and narratival transformations that
occur between movie theatre and concert hall. To conclude, I propose that the
film-as-concert mindset can be transferred to filmgoing itself, as a new mode of
cinematic listening.
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